The Inkwell asked several students about their feedback on these new resources and opportunities as well as their experiences on campus as an eagle.

James Williams, a freshman economics major, stated, “I am flabbergasted with the fact that more students are taking the initiative to apply for these programs.” Williams has applied to several scholarships and has already received two of them.

Another student also felt that there was a strong campus collaboration between the Statesboro, Liberty, and Armstrong campuses. Students are being nominated for Georgia Southern University’s Awards such as the Outstanding Scholar Award, Who’s Who Among American Commerce Universities Award, and the University Systems Academic Recognition Award. The recipients of these awards will be announced during the annual Honors Convocation hosted at Armstrong in April.

Jonathan Miller, a sophomore mathematics major, said, “So far I am liking the Georgia Southern experience life in Statesboro and I am excited about the spring fling that is coming up.” He also added, “My major has helped me to be more cooperative with various departments.”

The chief said, “I love the vast number of medical opportunities for undergrads and the amount of hands on experiences that are coming with Georgia Southern.”

For Back-Sage Heritage, the office of the Multicultural Affairs hosted several great events across all areas of the campus. The community is what we advise anyone in the event. Our training goes upon them. Each situation would be addressed and assessed individually as the officers come dressed and assessed individually as the officers come dressed and assessed. Mr. Trimble has been identified as Andre Malik Trimble.

Following current state law regarding possession of a firearm under those circumstances, the suspect was arrested and taken into custody. The investigation found that Trimble was walking in the parking Lot 2. Officers responded and took the individual into custody. At the same time, another call was received by the complainant. Approximately 25 minutes later campus police responded to another call of someone trying to enter a residence in a suspicious manner. The description of the individual was similar to that of the suspicious person received an earlier call. Campus Alert was generated for the campus Community.

The investigation found that the events occurred around the area of Campus Point. It does not appear that he entered any other buildings.

On Saturday February 24, Kate Clark was shot on Savannah State University’s campus in the vicinity of University Hall 157. She was a student of the University.

Around 2:25 pm Savannah State Police received a call about a possible shooting on campus, upon arrival, the suspect was identified as Philip Burke, Mr. Burke was also not a student of the University. He was immediately identified as having an active warrant.
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Georgia Southern’s enormous crowd of the Armstrong campus of the university’s Savannah campus was put on with the purpose of performing a Talent Show for Black History Month in the Student Activities and Center for Engagement (SAAC) Multipurpose Room on Wednesday, February 28th.

In past years Stopover has been a chance for music lovers to discover new and upcoming acts, ascendant stars and local favorites all in one weekend. In 2018, Savannah Stopover serves as a station for bands traveling to other festivals and the broad range of musical tastes represented. This year’s acts.

In 2nd place, Dakayla Watkins from Macon, Georgia fused the worlds of poetry and music to become the winner of the Talent Show, with 38% of the vote. Dakayla gained a lot of people to her rendition of “Little Bird,” a song by Amie Lennox. This was a bit risky because the audience (including myself) lost the rhythm on the first try, Watkins had to start over. The number of students who attended the event was great. The event started around 7:30 pm but was delayed for an hour due to dealt with technical issues. The next contestants were

**Josh Winslow & Karlous Miller**

In 1st place, Anthony Scott Curtis from Athens, Georgia fuses the worlds of poetry and music to become the winner of the Talent Show, with 42% of the vote. Anthony got a lot of people to his performance of “Little Bird,” a song by Amie Lennox.

**Larkin Poe**

Larkin Poe will kick off the first night of Stopover with an all-ages event located at the “Do Savannah” stage inside the Ships of the Sea Maritime Museum. Larkin Poe, sisters and descendants of legendary 19th-century poet, Edgar Allan Poe. This roots-rock cohort from Atlanta, GA, layers haunting southern harmonies over heavy electric guitar riffs and blues rhythms. Larkin Poe will be part of the Savannah Stopover lineup. Larkin Poe, sisters and descendants of legendary 19th-century poet, Edgar Allan Poe.

**Wild Child**

Wild Child has a variety of all-ages venues such as, Ships of the Sea Maritime Museum and The Grey, United Church and The Grey. Wild Child also offers a chance to discover new and upcoming acts, ascendant stars and local favorites all in one weekend.

**Jinx, Barrelhouse South, Club Bonfire**

Jinx, Barrelhouse South, Club Bonfire and Deep Eddy’s Vodka will host performances in it's beautiful garden, complete with live music, art installations, live painting, and cocktails. The entire Stopover set will never have been heard before and will be part of his next album. Follow him on Instagram (@jinxandco) and listen on his tinysquare account on Facebook to be notified about his newest album release.

**STAFF WRITER**

LAKIN CRAGGWOOD

The third contestant was Lakin Crawford from Savannah, Georgia. Lakin Crawford performed stand-up comedy at Wild ‘N Out show. Photo by Ethan Smith.

**Wild Child**

Wild Child has a variety of all-ages venues such as, Ships of the Sea Maritime Museum and The Grey, United Church and The Grey. Wild Child also offers a chance to discover new and upcoming acts, ascendant stars and local favorites all in one weekend.

However, the onset of the event was delayed for an hour due to technical difficulties that consequently cut the event’s time in half and shortened every participant’s time to perform. The performers, however, worked hard to combat those setbacks by modifying their performances to fit the adjusted time frame.

The first contestant was also the first, Dakayla Watkins from Macon, Georgia. Dakayla performed stand-up comedy at Wild ‘N Out show. Photo by Ethan Smith.
Athletics Gone, Never to Return

The report seemed to never entertain the idea of housing a particular sport on this campus, instead it focused on the feasibility of sharing facilities on both campuses. “The primary goal of the project with regard to athletics was to pragmatically identify the highest and best use of the athletic facilities on both the Savannah and Statesboro campuses; to ensure that the athletic facilities on both campuses will be utilized comprehensively for the benefit of the student body and the University.”

As the report states, “it is not feasible to consider the establishment of shared use facilities on both campuses. Armstrong’s campus did house a fully functioning NCAA Division II Athletic Program as early as last year. As the report states, the 2016-17 athletics season marked the conclusion of fifty (50) years of athletics at Armstrong State University.”

The athletic programs offered included soccer, baseball, softball, tennis, volleyball and basketball. Over that period, the ASU Pirates earned thirteen national championships in the categories of team support areas and user experience. As the report finds that most athletic facilities can quickly be retrofitted to meet Division I standards but the experience for athletes and fans will be lacking.

Now the good news, “decreased use of the facilities on the Savannah campus for competitive athletics will create a new opportunity for recreational use that is highly desirable by the student body.” The report details separate concepts to renovate and repurpose the existing athletic facilities. One concept involves full renovation of the Armstrong Sports Center, the previous basketball and volleyball courts, for recreational use. Concept two connects the Student Recreation Center with an addition to Pirate Athletic Center, which would result in 78,000 sq ft. facility.

Both concepts include the addition of outdoor recreation facilities that include sand volleyball courts, basketball courts, picnic areas and a fire pit. The authors of the report recommend concept one because it is cheaper than concept two, recreation space needs are addressed, multiple options are available for facility expansion, and existing recreation facilities can remain in the Student Recreation Center during construction, eliminating the need for interior facilities. Our idea that was glaringly lacking from either concept was an indoor pool.

The desire to bring the pool back was obvious from the results of a student survey cited in the report. Comment after comment was greatly discounted by the pool advocates. A desire for the pool ranked third in all remarks given in the survey, yet the idea was never addressed in the report. It is clear that students want the pool back. Why can’t they have it? As soon as the consolidation was announced it was obvious there would be no need for two sports programs. Armstrong’s athletic program is gone and there is little to no chance it will return. But there is an opportunity to comprehensively enhance Student Recreation facilities on this campus.

While we are renovating things, why not bring back the pool?
The Eagles are looking to win the medal after the death of their grandfather, who was one of her biggest supporters and always loved seeing her compete, and she dedicated the victory to him in likely her final Olympic appearance.

As for overall medal counts, the United States fin- ished fourth overall with 23 medals, 9 of which were gold. Norway led the way with 39 medals, followed by Germa ny with 51 medals and Can ada with 29. The leading in dividually with the most medals for themselves was Norway’s Marit Bjørgen, who had 5 medals, of which two were gold. As for these Olympics as a whole, they were very successful. There was nearly no outside controversy and each sport was very competitive. For those wondering, the next Winter Olympic Games will take place in Beijing in 2022. So, say goodbye to PyeongChang and hello to Beijing. Go Team USA and thanks for the memories.

The Eagles are looking to win both and retain their first-round bye in the SBC Tournament. The Eagles will host the 14-15.7.9 South Alab ama Jaguars on Thu. Mar 1 and the 14-15.8. 8 Troy Trojans on Sat. Mar 3 to end the regular season. Two more chances to see the Eagles in action at Banner FieldHouse in Statesboro, so take advan tage and cheer on the Eagles on your way to a hopeful first-round bye in the SBC Tournament. Go EAGLES!